Qatar embassy in Algeria is one of 105
foreign representations in Algeria and one
of 95 foreign representations in Algiers, it is
also the only Qatari representation in
Algeria.
Challenge: Currently, Qatar maintains 94 embassies abroad as well as 11 consulates
and two other representations. The Qatari capital Doha hosts 97 embassies, and in
addition, there is one consulate and one other representation in Qatar. Qatar
embassy in Algeria is the only Qatari representation in Algeria and one of 95 foreign
representations in Algiers. The civil strife in this country of Algeria has caused
social unrest, so they require reliable security throughout the embassy premises.
Qatars embassy decides to tighten security with high definition IP cameras to make
the embassy safer for visitors and employees.
Mr. Mohammed senior IT manager has the idea for improving the security of the
embassy, also request the new system has the ability as below.
▼ Real-time monitor and record the car license plate for entering and leaving the
vehicle, and notify the security personnel immediately for the suspicious vehicle.
▼ Since the country often loses power, the system needs to monitor in large areas
without any lighting.
▼ Monitor and record the face of the person entering and exiting at any time, and
notify the security guy immediately when there is a blacklist or suspicious person.
Solution:
i-View’s partner NNSC company VehRecog® Auto License Recognition, QkDefine® Face
Recognition and i-View NVR, IP camera and Thermal PTZ camera for Qatar embassy in
Algeria. The solution equipment deployed in the embassy area is as follows:
▼

LPR (License Plate Recognition) camera is installed at the entrance of the parking lot,
and the security personnel can be notified in advance when the suspicious vehicle enters.

▼

Install a face recognition camera at the entrance door of lobby lot, notify the front desk
staff in advance when the VIP enters, and notify the guard when there is blacklist person
entered the building.
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▼

Install the thermal camera can see the suspicious things in the place where there is no
light at night time. The PTZ is equipped with a 30x optical zoom starlight camera, zoom
in to confirm when finds the suspicious objects. The thermal PTZ camera helps to
comprehensive surveillance, it has improved the security of the embassy greatly.

Result:
The project enhances the security of the entire embassy venue and the surrounding
environment through i-Views advanced video surveillance solutions. When a terrorist or
suspicious vehicle just appeared around the embassy, the system will real-time cross-checked
with the database provided by the federal police automatically. The alarm and the security
personnel will be notified at the same time, when the data of the registered suspect or vehicle
matches the frame captured by the camera.

Product List:

DM-2MIPR04 Face recognition Camera

IR-2MIPA08 IR Bullet Camera

Any-6424 64-Ch NVR

PTZ-2MIP-30XTC Thermal IP PTZ

Let us help you take full advantage of i-View video surveillance solution. www.i-view.com.tw
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